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FROM: George M. Cothran, Assistant Chief of Investigations, San Francisco City Attorney 
DATE: January 14, 2010 
RE: REPORT OF INVESTIGATION: OSCAR J. QUEVEDO  

I. INTRODUCTION 
In January 2009 the Department of Public Health (DPH) with the assistance of the San 

Francisco City Attorney's Office commenced investigating DPH employees other than 6120 
DPH Environmental Health Inspector Oscar J. Quevedo who administered food safety 
certification exams as an unauthorized and undisclosed outside business activity in conflict with 
their regulatory duties. During the pendency of those investigations it came to the attention of 
DPH and the City Attorney that Oscar J. Quevedo, a 6120 Food Safety Program Inspector, was 
involved in the same activity. DPH asked the City Attorney to investigative Quevedo's food 
safety certification activity. The investigation commenced on July 20, 2009 and was conducted 
by George M. Cothran, Assistant Chief of Investigations for the San Francisco City Attorney 
(hereafter, the Investigator). This report conveys the findings of that investigation. 

II. BACKGROUND 
A. The Food Service Manager Certificate 
The Food Safety Manager certificate (FSM) is required by California law and subject to 

the control, inspection, review, audit and enforcement of DPH. California law requires each food 
service establishment to have one employee on staff who possesses a FSM. Inspectors in the 
DPH Environmental Health Section (EHS) Food Safety Program issue violations to restaurants 
that do not have an employee who has been issued a FSM or whose FSM has expired. A Food 
Safety Program Inspector has a choice of issuing one of two notices of violation related to FSMs. 
If an establishment does not have a FSM or has an expired FSM, the notice of violation lowers 
the restaurant rating by four points and is considered to pose a moderate risk to the public. If an 
establishment does not have a FSM posted for the public to view, the notice of violation lowers 
the score of the establishment by two points and it is considered a low risk violation. 

The FSM is obtained after passing a test developed by one of three companies accredited 
by the American National Standards Institute: the National Registry of Food Safety Professionals 
(NRFSP), National Restaurant Association Solutions, Inc. (a.k.a. ServSafe), and Thomson 
Prometic (formerly Experior). The three testing companies authorize third parties (individuals 
and companies) to administer their tests after reviewing the qualifications of the third parties. 
The testing companies send test packets to the third party administrators who in turn administer 
the tests and send the test forms back to the testing companies for scoring. If a test candidate 
passes, the testing company sends the resulting FSM (in the name of the successful test 
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candidate) to the third party administrator or the test candidate. The choice of the certificate 
recipient is made by the third party administrator. 

DPH is one such third party test administer and it gives courses and tests developed by 
the NRFSP. DPH does so through Karen Yu, a Senior Environmental Health Inspector. Yu is a 
certified third party test and course administrator for the NRFSP. Under her administrator status 
with the NRFSP, eight EHS Food Safety Program inspectors teach the course associated with the 
test and administer the test. Food service establishments whose employees pass the DPH 
administered test are sent the resulting FSM directly by the NRFSP. The DPH food safety course 
and test lasts eight hours; it begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at 5 p.m. San Francisco food service 
establishments can also obtain their FSM through courses and tests administered by private third 
parties authorized by NRFSP, ServSafe or Thomson Prometic. There is no requirement they take 
the DPH course and test. The DPH test and course cost $129. A payment of $99 is made to DPH 
and a separate payment is sent by DPH to the NRFSP for the cost of the test materials.  

B. Quevedo's Employment History/Duties 
Quevedo was hired by DPH on July 22, 1985 as a 2806 Disease Control Investigator. His 

first work assignment was at the City Venereal Disease Clinic. In June 1987 he was granted an 
indefinite leave of absence to take a temporary position as a 2588 Health Worker IV 
Environmental Health Inspector Trainee. On January 3, 1989 he was appointed to the position of 
6120 Environmental Health Inspector. He worked in the Food Safety Program until May 1990 
when he requested and was granted a transfer to the Toxic and Safety Services Division. He 
worked there until November 1992 when he returned to the Environmental Health Section and 
the Food Safety Program. He has served in the Environmental Health Section as a 6120 
Environmental Health Inspector in the Food Safety Program since 1992. He is currently assigned 
to office duties during the pendency of this investigation. 

Prior to his current office duties assignment, Quevedo was assigned to the DPH Food 
Safety Program Sub district covering Chinatown from early 2009 until his reassignment to office 
duties in August 2009. From June 2006 to January 2009, Quevedo was assigned to inspect food 
service facilities in Sub district 503, which covers the northern half of the Mission District. From  
May 2005 until June 2006, Quevedo was assigned to inspect food service facilities in Sub district 
504 which covers the southern portion of the Mission District.  

As a 6120 Senior Environmental Health Inspector in the Food Safety Program, Quevedo's 
duties include conducting routine inspections of and investigating complaints pertaining to food 
service establishments in San Francisco. Among the regulations and laws he monitored and 
enforced is the California Retail Food Code section mandating that each food service 
establishment employ one person who has demonstrated an appropriate level of food safety 
knowledge by passing one of the three accredited tests and, as a result, received a FSM. 

C. Quevedo's Private FSM Exam Administration Certifications 
Quevedo became a certified food safety instructor and exam administrator for National 

Restaurant Association Solutions, Inc. (a/k/a ServSafe) in early 2005. He became a certified food 
safety instructor and exam administrator for the National Registry of Food Safety Professionals 
in May 2008. ServSafe and NRFSP records show that from May 2005 until January 2009 
Quevedo administered 195 FSM exams as a private business activity, the vast majority of them 
(182) through ServSafe. Only four of his exam candidates failed the exam and one of the four 
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passed on a second attempt. Of the 195 exams administered by Quevedo since 2005, 133 of them 
were administered to San Francisco restaurateurs or their employees1; roughly half of those (67) 
were administered to restaurateurs who operated in Quevedo's assigned DPH inspection district 
at the time he administered the exam or the counterfeit of the exam. 

Quevedo administered approximately 50 additional FSM exams (by his own estimate) 
that had been ordered through the NRFSP and ServSafe exam administrator Ajamu T. Stewart, a 
6122 Senior DPH Environmental Health Inspector in the Food Safety program until his 
resignation on August 21, 2009. In these cases, Stewart would order test forms from NRFSP and 
ServSafe and deliver them to Quevedo who would administer the exams or counterfeits of 
exams. Quevedo would then return the completed exams to Stewart who would submit them to 
the testing company for scoring and (if the candidate passed) the issuance of a FSM. It is not 
known how many of the exams Quevedo administered through Stewart's NRFSP and ServSafe 
status involved San Francisco restaurateurs and food service employees and how many might 
have worked or owned businesses in Quevedo's inspection district at the time he administered 
the exam or counterfeit of an exam. Both Stewart and Quevedo said they could produce no 
records to answer this question. 

In addition, Quevedo provided interpreter services for Stewart and a second DPH Food 
Safety Program Inspector, Clifton S. Sanders, when they administered private food safety 
courses and exams to Spanish speaking candidates. (Sanders resigned his from his DPH position 
on June 5, 2009.) Quevedo was compensated for this service. 

Quevedo also administered exams under the ServSafe exam administration certification 
of the McDonald's Corporation. He said he did so prior to establishing his own exam 
administration status with ServSafe in 2005. The Investigator learned of this separate exam 
administration work for the McDonald's Corporation late in the investigative process and 
concluded that enough evidence had already been gathered to make a thorough and accurate 
assessment of Quevedo's exam administration practices. Consequently, the private outside 
business activity Quevedo engaged in pertaining to the McDonald's exams was not investigated. 

III. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
• By his own admission, Quevedo issued FSMs to at least two San Francisco 

restaurateurs without administering the legally required exam to the ultimate 
recipient of the FSM; in these cases Quevedo admitted to taking the exams on 
behalf of the FSM recipient and charging a $150-$200 fee for doing so; 

• Quevedo engaged in a variety of irregular and improper exam administration 
practices that allowed Quevedo to provide some if not all the answers to the exam 
on behalf of the exam candidates.  

• Quevedo administered FSM tests to employees and/or owners of food service 
facilities in his DPH inspection district for a fee. In the majority of these cases, 
Quevedo preceded the offer of and the actual consummation of his private 
business services with warnings, reminders, directives, and notices of violation 
issued to the business for lacking a valid FSM. In other cases, Quevedo failed to 

                                                 
1 ServSafe records were unclear in 62 instances and it was not possible to ascertain the food service facility the exam 
candidate worked for or owned. 
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cite business owners for lacking a valid FSM at the time he offered his outside 
business services as a FSM exam administrator. In both circumstances, Quevedo 
participated in governmental decisions (in taking action or failing to take action as 
a DPH Inspector) in which he had a direct financial interest.  

• Quevedo as a routine practice recorded in DPH records that FSM violations had 
been abated by owners before they in fact had been; these instances also 
constituted participating in a government decision (the premature  recording of 
the violation abatement) in which he had a financial interest in those instances 
where the abated violation corresponded to a business where Quevedo 
administered the FSM exam. 

• Quevedo operated his FSM testing business without consulting with, informing or 
seeking the permission of his employer, DPH. In at least three instances he 
continued to do so even after his employer had notified employees that the 
practice of administering FSM exams to businesses DPH employees regulated 
was improper and forbidden. 

• While operating his private FSM exam administration business Quevedo failed to 
adhere to key rules and guidelines pertaining to the proper administration of the 
exams in some cases engaging in conflicts of interest by administering exams to 
family members. 

• Quevedo failed to report his outside business activity on his Form 700 Statements 
of Economic Interest for several years and only reported his FSM exam 
administration business on his 2008 SEI (filed in early 2009) after he became 
aware the San Francisco City Attorney was investigating other inspectors for the 
same conduct. 

• Quevedo was untruthful about material and key issues during an investigative 
interview where he was admonished to be truthful. 

IV. APPLICABLE POLICIES 
A. Department of Public Health Code of Conduct 
The department's code of conduct states that "all employees are expected to abide by a 

high standard of ethical behavior and integrity, and to exercise good judgment when conducting 
business on behalf of the Department." It further states, "each employee is expected to be 
familiar with the federal, state and local laws and regulations or policies that apply to his job. 
Employees must avoid any unintentional policy violations, and any activities that may be 
construed as deceitful, false or fraudulent." 

Section III of the Code of Conduct addresses conflicts of interest. It states, "When an 
employee has a personal or financial interest that may improperly influence the performance of 
DPH duties, a conflict of interest may exist or appear to exist. As a general rule, employees must 
not make any decisions when they have  a financial or personal interest in the outcome of the 
decision. Employees must consider and avoid actual conflicts, as well as the appearance of 
conflicts of interest." 
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On February 23, 2001, Quevedo signed a DPH Code of Conduct Statement of Employee 
Receipt Form that reads "I certify that I have received the Code of Conduct. I am aware that it is 
my obligation to read and understand the standards and policies that are included in this Code. 
If I have any questions, I understand that I can discuss them with my supervisor, the Human 
Resources Department or the Compliance Officer." 

B. CCSF Employee Handbook 
The 2005 version of the Handbook states, "City employment carries with it an obligation 

to adhere to the highest level of ethical standards."  
Provisions specific to Conflicts of Interest follow: 

• You may not use or attempt to use your official position to influence a governmental 
decision that could affect your financial interest 

• You may not accept any compensation, reward, or gift from any source except the City 
for any service, advice, assistance, or other matter related to the City's governmental 
processes. 

• You may not engage in any employment or other activity that has been identified by your 
department and the Ethics Commission as an "Incompatible Activity." 
The Employee Handbook's Employee Obligations section also addresses incompatible 

activities and outside employment.  
It states, "Additional or outside employment for full-time City employees is permitted only 

under limited circumstances and requires the written approval of the Director of Human 
Resources. Such approval may be given only in increments of six months or less. Any such 
outside employment must not interfere with an employee's City job and must not exceed twenty 
hours a week or three hours in any workday." 

 During his interview, Quevedo said he did not recall receiving nor reviewing the 
Employee Handbook.  

C. DPH Statement of Incompatible Activities 
On October 8, 2008, City Departments adopted Statements of Incompatible Activities 

(SIA). These statements prohibited outside business and non-business activities that are 
incompatible with City service and established a process by which employees could submit 
requests for approval of outside activities to a departmental decision maker to determine their 
compatibility or incompatibility. Section III, Subsection A, paragraph 3 discusses "Activities 
That Are Subject To The Review of The Department" and states, "Unless (a) otherwise noted in 
this section or (b) an advance written determination under subsection C concludes that such 
activities are not incompatible, no officer or employee may engage in an outside activity 
(regardless of whether that activity is compensated) that is subject to the control, inspection, 
review, audit or enforcement of the Department." 

DPH sent out a notice in every employee paycheck on September 16, 2008 alerting 
employees to the impending adoption of the DPH SIA, advising them to review it, and directing 
them to the section of the Ethics Commission website where the policy was located.  
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During his interview, Quevedo acknowledged receiving and reading the September 16, 
2008 paycheck insert. But, he said, he did not review the SIA. 

 D. Form 700 Statement of Economic Interests Obligations 
Quevedo is obligated by state and local law to file an annual Statement of Economic 

Interests (California Form 700). 
As an Environmental Health Inspector, Quevedo falls into disclosure category 3 of the 

DPH Conflict of Interest Code and the San Francisco Campaign and Governmental Conduct 
Code, which states, "Persons in this category shall disclose all investment and business positions 
in business entities, interests in real property, and income from any source subject to the 
regulatory, permit or licensing authority of the Department of Public Health." 

DPH Human Resources issues e-mail notifications to employees reminding them of their 
Form 700 SEI reporting obligations. The e-mails contain a link to the forms section of the Fair 
Political Practices Commission website, which includes a electronic copy of the Form 700. This 
on-line copy comes complete with instructional materials informing the filer about reporting 
obligations for each schedule of the Form 700. The FPPC website to which employees are 
directed also contains a reference manual with more detailed guidance for filers. 

Quevedo said he was "negligent" in familiarizing himself with his Form 700 obligations 
and only did so after being alerted to the impropriety of administering FSM exams to businesses 
he regulated in November 2008 by Richard J. Lee, Director of DPH Environmental Health 
Regulatory Programs, and after learning of the existence of the City Attorney investigation in 
early 2009. 

V. INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE 
(Attached as Appendix A.) 
 

VI. INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS 
A. Irregular and Improper Exam Administration Practices 
The Investigator reviewed ServSafe and NRFSP records, DPH records, and interviewed 

owners and/or employees (both current and former) of the following establishments:  
• House of Chen (335 Noe St., San Francisco, CA.) 
• El Mediano Produce (2097 Mission St., San Francisco, CA. and 1215 Taraval 

Ave., San Francisco, CA.) 
• Mi Tierra Restaurant (324 South Van Ness, San Francisco, CA.) 
• Los Rosales Mexican Restaurant (301 South Van Ness Ave., San Francisco, CA.) 
• El Tin Tan, (3065 16th Street, San Francisco, CA.) 
• Elsy's Restaurant (2893 Mission St., San Francisco, CA.) 
• Young's BBQ (3412 17th St., San Francisco, CA., 94110) 
• La Familia Lopez (2915 16th St.) 
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• El Toro Taqueria (598 Valencia St.) 
• Tiernan's Restaurant and Irish Pub (685 Beach St.) 

Based on these investigative steps, the Investigator found that Quevedo engaged in the 
following improper and irregular exam administration practices in order to facilitate exam 
cheating: 

• Provided a FSM to a restaurateur (Steven S. Chen, owner, House of Chen) for a 
fee of $200 without administering the legally required exam to Chen and by 
taking the exam in its entirety on behalf of the restaurateur. 

• Allowed a restaurateur (Cayetano Lopez, owner, La Familia Lopez) to refer to a 
used FSM exam booklet where Quevedo had identified the correct answers while 
taking a different FSM exam with different but substantially similar exam 
questions and possible answers. 

• Conducted five oral exams without legitimate justification or required prior 
approval from ServSafe, failed to provide required Scantron answer sheets and 
exam booklets to the five exam candidates, and filled out the answer sheets on 
behalf of the five candidates outside their presence and without their knowledge. 

• Allowed four exam candidates to record their answers by circling or checking the 
letter next to a multiple choice answer in the exam booklet without legitimate 
justification or the required prior approval from ServSafe, failed to provide 
required Scantron answer sheets to the four candidates, and filled out the answer 
sheets on behalf of the candidates outside their presence and without their 
knowledge. 

• Informed six candidates after conclusion of an exam that they had passed the 
exam2 -- in one case spending between 30 to 60 minutes correcting an answer 
sheet before stating the candidate had passed -- when Quevedo could not have 
known that information (FSM exam administrators do not possess the answer key 
and do not score the exam). 

 1. Quevedo's Statements 
Quevedo participated in two investigatory interviews, one on July 24, 2009 at the onset of 

the investigation, and one on December 21, 2009 at the close of the investigation. 
  a. Taking FSM Exams On Behalf of Clients 
During his December 21, 2009 interview with the Investigator, Quevedo admitted that in 

approximately two instances he took the entire exam on behalf of the ultimate recipient of the 
FSM and in both cases collected a fee of more than $100 for doing so. Initially, in both his July 
24, 2009 and December 21, 2009 interviews Quevedo was untruthful with the Investigator, 
denying that he ever engaged in this conduct. He made the admission described here only after 
being informed by the Investigator on December 21 that a San Francisco restaurateur (the 

                                                 
2 On two occasions, Quevedo informed the candidate they failed the exam and required them to study more before 
administering a second oral exam after which he informed them that they had passed the exam. 
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Investigator did not reveal the witnesses identity to Quevedo) had made a statement affirming 
that he had purchased an FSM from Quevedo for $200 without taking the legally required exam.  

Quevedo said in the approximately two instances where he took the exam on behalf of a 
client he would complete the exam by himself at his home outside the presence of and without 
the involvement of the ultimate recipient of the FSM and provide the resulting FSM to the food 
service facility owner or employee once ServSafe had scored the answer sheet Quevedo had 
completed and submitted. In order to facilitate this transaction, it was necessary for Quevedo to 
falsely submit the answer sheet to ServSafe for scoring under his client's name. (Quevedo stated 
that he could not recall the identities of the individuals for whom he took the exam, an assertion 
the Investigator did not find credible.) Quevedo said he engaged in the above described exam 
cheating when clients had paid him in advance and then repeatedly cancelled the test date or 
otherwise avoided Quevedo when he made attempts to administer the exam. He further stated 
that he took the exam in its entirety on behalf of these two individuals with the hope that after 
providing the individual with the improperly obtained FSM he would eventually administer an 
exam to verify their food safety knowledge. Later in the interview, Quevedo said that he had in 
fact done so.  

For the following reasons, the Investigator found Quevedo's assertion that he 
administered a later exam for clients on whose behalf he had already taken the exam to lack 
credibility:  

For one, Steven S. Chen, owner of House of Chen, stated to the Investigator during his 
October 1, 2009 interview that he did not take any type or form of exam in order to receive the 
FSM from Quevedo for which he paid Quevedo $200. Had he taken any exam at any point he 
would have had an obvious interest in reporting this to the Investigator. But he did not. 
Secondarily, if Quevedo had administered a subsequent exam to the two individuals for whom he 
had already taken the exam, he would have had to order and pay for a new exam booklet and 
answer sheet and then gained the cooperation of individuals who had already (by Quevedo's own 
account) exhibited significant unwillingness to take the exam and who would have no reason to 
cooperate in taking the exam since an FSM had already been obtained. Moreover, Quevedo 
would have to verify that the individual had achieved a passing score by submitting the second 
answer sheet for scoring by ServSafe. To do so, Quevedo would have had to submit the answer 
sheet in someone's name. If he used the names of the two individuals for whom he had already 
taken the exams, ServSafe records reviewed by the Investigator would have reflected two 
certificates within an unnecessarily short period of time (FSMs are good for five years) issued to 
the two individuals in question. ServSafe records show no such FSM issuance activity. 
Regardless, such an unusual event – two individuals receiving two FSMs in an unnecessarily 
short period of time, especially if the scores were significantly different  -- would have most 
likely generated an inquiry from ServSafe which Quevedo would have wanted to avoid. 
Quevedo's only other options would be to a) submit a ServSafe answer sheet under someone 
else's name which would have constituted an additional act of wrongdoing, b) not submit the 
answer sheet for scoring in which case he would have failed to verify that the client had 
demonstrated the legally required level of food safety knowledge by passing the exam, or c) 
administer some counterfeit of an exam where the presumed arbiter of a passing score would be 
Quevedo himself, which would also constitute an additional act of wrongdoing. 
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Based on the above, the Investigator concludes that Quevedo was untruthful when he 
stated that he intended to or had in fact administered an exam to the two individuals for whom he 
had taken the exam in its entirety.  

  b. Allowing Restaurateur to Refer to FSM Exam With Correct  
    Answers Indentified While Taking Different FSM Exam With  
    Substantially Similar Questions/Possible Answers 

Quevedo said in his July 24 and December 21 interviews that he commonly provided his 
exam clients with an old ServSafe exam booklet in which he had identified the correct answers 
as a study guide. (Quevedo provided a copy of the old ServSafe exam to the Investigator.) He 
said the old ServSafe exam contains many of the same questions and possible answers as current 
FSM exams.  

Cayetano Lopez, former owner of La Familia Lopez Café and current employee of Dona 
Mago Café, said in his July 28, 2009 interview that Quevedo had provided him with a study 
guide of food safety questions with correct answers identified. Lopez's description of the study 
guide provided by Quevedo corresponds to the old ServSafe exam provided by Quevedo to the 
Investigator. Lopez said in his interview that Quevedo allowed him to take the FSM exam by 
transferring the answers from the study guide to the answer sheet of the exam. Lopez said the 
questions and answers on the study guide were the same as those on the actual exam provided by 
Quevedo.  

Quevedo denied allowing any of his clients to use study materials, including the old 
ServSafe exam, as a reference during the actual exam process. The Investigator did not find this 
denial credible. Lopez's statement was clear and unambiguous and demonstrated, at a minimum, 
sloppy and improper test administration practices by Quevedo that allowed for exam cheating.  

Quevedo stated that he was unaware ServSafe had a policy forbidding the dissemination 
of old ServSafe exams. Asked where he obtained the exam he used as a study guide, Quevedo 
gave two differing answers during his two interviews. In his July 24 interview, Quevedo said he 
received old ServSafe exams from Lawrence Pong, the now retired Head of Training for the 
DPH Environmental Health Section. In his December 21, 2009, he said he received the old 
ServSafe exam from a former student and exam candidate client.  

The Investigator found Quevedo's statement that he was unaware of the ServSafe policy 
prohibiting the dissemination of exams unconvincing. Likewise, the Investigator did not find 
credible Quevedo's statements regarding where he obtained the old ServSafe exam. More than 
likely, the Investigator concluded, Quevedo himself held back a copy of an exam he 
administered to use as a study guide knowing he was engaged in a violation of ServSafe policy. 

  c. Administering Oral Exams Without Legitimate Justification and  
    Without Required Prior Approval from ServSafe 

During the December 21, 2009 interview Quevedo admitted to giving oral exams where 
he did not provide exam booklets or Scantron answer sheets to the exam candidates and instead 
asked questions orally and filled out the answers on the Scantron sheet himself. At first Quevedo 
stated that he did so only when a candidate had a eyesight deficiency. In those cases, he said he 
would read the questions and multiple choice answers from the exam booklet and record the 
candidate's oral answers on the Scantron answer sheet. Quevedo also explained that when he 
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administered exams to illiterate and/or uneducated English-as-a-second-language and mono-
lingual Spanish speaking clients he would act as interpreter in cases where the Spanish language 
translation in the bilingual exam booklet was poor or confusing. In these instances, he said he 
would translate the English language version of the question into Spanish. Still, he said, in those 
instances where he translated the exam questions and multiple choice answers, he required the 
exam candidate to fill out the Scantron answer sheet. 

After being informed that numerous witnesses with no eyesight deficiencies said they had 
taken oral exams with Quevedo during which they were not provided either a Scantron answer 
sheet or an exam booklet, Quevedo acknowledged that he indeed gave oral exams to individuals 
without eyesight problems, filling out the answer sheet on their behalf outside their presence and 
without apparent justification. At first Quevedo said he only recorded the answers the exam 
candidates provided. Under further questioning, however, Quevedo admitted that in 
approximately 12 instances he himself provided an estimated one third of the answers on behalf 
of the clients for whom he administered the oral exams. He acknowledged that one third of the 
answers could prove to be the difference between a passing and a failing grade for his client. 

In addition, Quevedo acknowledged being familiar with but failing to abide by ServSafe 
policy governing exam accommodations due to literacy deficiencies or disabilities. (According to 
the policy, accommodations for verified disabilities can include an alternate testing format – oral 
rather than written – or the use of an interpreter. The ServSafe policy requires exam 
administrators and candidates to seek permission from ServSafe at least 10 days prior to an exam 
in order to make an accommodation based on a documented disability or literacy deficiency. It is 
the administrator's responsibility to submit to ServSafe a "Request for Exam Accommodation" 
form and include with the request form documented proof of the disability and/or the credentials 
of the interpreter. ServSafe forbids exam accommodations it has not reviewed and approved. 
Moreover, ServSafe prohibits test administrators or persons with a personal or business 
relationship with the exam candidate from acting as interpreters. ServSafe requires Interpreters to 
sign and submit a separate agreement prior to acting as interpreter.)  

In his December 21 interview, Quevedo admitted that he never followed any of the above 
policies, and that he never utilized any of the required approval forms, never sought permission 
for the use of an alternate testing format or, by doing so, reveal to ServSafe that he was acting as 
the interpreter. ServSafe also requires exam administrators to make after-the-fact reports of exam 
irregularities like the above described accommodations. Quevedo admitted that he did not make 
any such reports to ServSafe. 

  d. Allowing Exam Candidates to Record Answers in Exam Booklet 
During his December 21 interview, Quevedo also admitted to allowing some exam 

candidates to record their answers by circling selected lettered answers among the multiple 
choice array in the exam booklet itself and not on a separate Scantron answer sheet. He said he 
did so when he had run out of answer sheets and had scheduled an exam to take place before new 
answer sheets had arrived in the mail. Once the answer sheets arrived, he said, he would enter the 
answers the candidate had indicated in the exam booklet on the Scantron answer sheet and 
submit that to ServSafe for scoring. He said in these instances he did not deviate from the 
answers provided by the exam candidate.  
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The Investigator found this explanation by Quevedo to lack credibility and to form 
another instance where he was untruthful in a investigatory interview where he was directed to 
tell the truth. The simple solution to a lack of answer sheets would be to wait for the answer 
sheets to arrive in the mail and to re-schedule the exam. Re-scheduling the exams would have 
been a small inconvenience for all parties involved and would have carried no conceivable 
liability for Quevedo. For Quevedo to allegedly reject such a simple and easy solution in favor of 
the more convoluted route of engaging in irregular exam methods as a way of addressing the lack 
of answer sheets is not a reasonable choice a reasonable person would make. Accordingly, the 
Investigator concludes that Quevedo was untruthful in his statements about why he allowed 
exam candidates to record answers in exam booklets.  Instead, the Investigator concludes that in 
those instances where Quevedo allowed exam candidates to record their answers in the exam 
booklet he was doing so to facilitate exam cheating in the same way as when he administered 
oral exams. 

  e. Quevedo's Recantation of December 22, 2009 
On December 22, 2009, the day after his second mandatory interview, Quevedo sent the 

Investigator two e-mails the effect of which was to recant his admission that he had provided one 
third of the answers per exam during an estimated 12 oral exams. In his e-mails, Quevedo stated 
that in those instances where he provided oral exams he recorded only those answers provided by 
the exam candidates on the Scantron answer sheet, and that any comments to the contrary in his 
December 21 interview were a "mistake" caused by anxiety and stress. "I was under so much 
pressure that I agreed to anything that you suggested," Quevedo wrote in the second of two e-
mails.  "I just could not stand the stress and was tuning you out."  It should be noted, however, 
that Quevedo did not recant, or even address his admission that he took the FSM test in its 
entirety on behalf of two individuals.  

The Investigator also noted that in one of Quevedo's two e-mails he acknowledged that 
he did not record the answers on the Scantron sheets at the time the exam candidate was 
providing them to him. He stated that he filled out the Scantron answer sheet based on his "best 
recollection" of the answers provided by the exam candidate after the conclusion of the exam 
when he was in his car or at his home. Based on Quevedo's account, he evidently did not record 
the answers as the exam candidate provided them but only later outside the presence of the exam 
candidate and based only on his memory and not on a written record of the answers provided by 
the candidate. Quevedo also re-affirmed in his recantation e-mail that he administered oral exams 
in cases where there was no eyesight deficiency to address: "The reason for doing the exam 
orally was because they (the exam candidate) had time constraints and I found that in these cases 
they were more at ease and able to concentrate on the material. This is all in addition to the 
language difficulties and low levels of even primary education that many of these candidates 
experienced." 

  f. Credibility of Quevedo's December 22 Recantation 
The Investigator does not find the recantation of December 22 credible and did not give it 

any weight when reaching conclusions.  
While apparently nervous at times during the interview, Quevedo was for the most part 

calm and alert and responsive to questions – if evasive and untruthful at times. He was 
represented during the December 21 interview by his attorney, John Houston Scott; and by his 
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union representative, Transport Workers Union of America AFL-CIO Local 250-A President 
Irwin Lum. Before the interview commenced, the Investigator informed Quevedo and his 
representatives that he could take a break at any time for any reason including taking breaks to 
confer with his representatives. Neither Quevedo nor his representatives objected to the 
Investigator's method of questioning – even when the Investigator pressed Quevedo to tell the 
truth and informed Quevedo that he did not believe he was being truthful. At no time did 
Quevedo or his representatives inform the Investigator that Quevedo was unable to proceed with 
the interview for any reason, stress, anxiety, or otherwise. Moreover, the Investigator allowed 
Quevedo a 20-minute break at his request at a critical juncture in the interview even though 
Quevedo had not answered a key question. Quevedo conferred with his two representatives for 
20 minutes and declared afterward in the presence of his representatives that he was ready to 
proceed with the interview. After the 20-minute break, the Investigator asked Quevedo if he 
wanted to make any statements or ask any questions prior to the recording device being turned 
on – another opportunity to relay to the Investigator it he was experiencing duress or was 
otherwise unable to commence with the interview -- and Quevedo did not do so.  

It was after the 20-minute break, during which he had ample opportunity to confer with 
his representatives and inform them he was too anxious or otherwise unable to continue, that he 
made the admissions at issue here. In addressing the credibility of the recantation, the 
Investigator also noted that Quevedo's admission of misconduct pertaining to the 12 exams was 
not merely the product of agreeing to statements or suggestions made by the Investigator. The 
Investigator did direct Quevedo at times to issue yes or no answers as a way of achieving clarity 
on issues. But the admissions at issue here involved Quevedo providing details and not merely 
agreeing to statements or suggestions. For example, he provided an estimate of the number of 
oral exams where he provided answers on behalf of his clients (12), and he provided an estimate 
of the number of questions he answered for his clients during these 12 oral exams (one third per 
exam). The Investigator also confirmed several times his understanding of the admission at issue, 
providing Quevedo several opportunities to clear up any "mistakes." The Investigator informed 
Quevedo that he was free to correct the Investigator's understanding of the admissions at issue if 
his understanding was in any way inaccurate or incorrect. Quevedo did not do so. 

 2. Legitimacy of Irregular Exam Administration Practices 
Notwithstanding Quevedo's admission and recantation, the Investigator found no 

legitimate reason -- absent a relevant and verifiable disability -- for an FSM exam administrator 
to present oral questions and fill out Scantron answer sheets on behalf of the exam candidate 
based on oral answers or to allow candidates to record answers in the exam booklet. Yet in nine 
instances indicated by interviews with Quevedo's exam candidates -- and in an estimated 12 
instances admitted to by Quevedo -- he did just that.  

The Investigator based his conclusions about the illegitimacy of Quevedo's irregular 
exam practices on the following factors: ServSafe policy, Quevedo's verified exam 
administration practices when not engaging in irregular practices identified here, interviews with 
Quevedo exam candidates who were given irregular exams, and interviews with two DPH 
Environmental Health Inspectors with a combined 15 years of experience administering FSM 
exams for DPH and the Golden Gate Restaurant Association. 

ServSafe policy contemplates oral exams (where answers are asked verbally and answers 
provided verbally) only in cases of a verified disability. In no instance examined in this report 
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where Quevedo administered an oral exam was there evidence of, a report of, or verification of a 
disability that would justify the oral exam. Absent a verified disability an oral exam is improper, 
according to Eric Fenlon, Manager of Exam Security and Administration for ServSafe.  

Moreover, Fenlon said only in cases of blindness or severe eyesight deficiency would an 
exam administrator be allowed to fill out answers on an answer sheet and in those cases only 
after ServSafe reviewed a formal request as described above and approved it. Otherwise, he said, 
the practice would be considered "highly irregular" and constitute grounds for voiding the exam 
results. 

Fenlon pointed out that there is no conceivable legitimate reason for exam candidates to 
record answers in an exam booklet. He said exam booklets cannot be scored; an answer sheet has 
to be submitted for an exam to be scored and a FSM to be issued. He noted that if an exam 
candidate has the wherewithal to fill out answers in an exam booklet they should be able to do 
the same on the required Scantron answer sheet. No conceivable disability, he said, could result 
in a person being unable to record answers on the Scantron but do so in the booklet.  

Quevedo's own exam administration practices in other instances demonstrate that his oral 
exams had no legitimate justification. Numerous English-as-a-second-language exam candidates 
of Quevedo's informed the Investigator that they were required by Quevedo to use Scantron 
answer sheets and did not report having any difficulty with the forms. Quevedo himself stated 
during his December 21 interview that a brief training session on the use of Scantrons normally 
alleviates any problems a candidate might have with the forms, even those candidates with 
limited education and language barriers who were previously unfamiliar with the form.  

Quevedo exam candidates who participated in irregular exams did not have apparent 
eyesight deficiencies nor did they report having any such disability. Neither did candidates of 
irregular exams report having difficulty with Scantron forms. Indeed, none reported Quevedo 
offering them a Scantron form. El Tin Tan cook Magaly Trujeque Burgos, who recorded answers 
in the exam booklet, said she had taken (and failed) a DPH exam using a Scantron form a short 
time before the exam with Quevedo. She said she was familiar with the forms and did not report 
having any problems using the forms. Dina Macha, former owner of El Mediano Produce, told 
the Investigator that she was familiar with and comfortable with Scantron forms, that Quevedo 
did not give her the choice of using one, and that she would have willingly used one had 
Quevedo so required. 

The interviews with the DPH FSM exam administrators further supported the 
Investigator's conclusions that Quevedo had no legitimate reason to engage in the irregular exam 
practices examined here. 

 On October 30, 2009, the Investigator interviewed Nader Shatara, a former DPH Food 
Safety Program Inspector who now works as an inspector in the DPH water quality program  and 
who has for 10 years administered FSM exams through DPH and as part of a DPH approved pro-
bono charity service for his church. (Shatara specializes in administering exams for Arab 
speaking candidates.) Shatara said that while many non-English speaking and English-as-a-
second-language candidates need training on how to use a Scantron form, the only instances 
where he filled out the answer portion of Scantron forms is when the candidate had an obvious 
and serious eyesight deficiency. He said he has done so only on rare occasions – three at most -- 
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over the last decade and that he had done so in the presence of the exam candidate as they 
answered questions.  

On December 18, 2009, the Investigator interviewed DPH Food Safety Program 
Inspector Uzziel Prado who has administered Spanish language FSM exams through a joint 
program between DPH and the Golden Gate Restaurant Association since 2004 and through the 
DPH program from 2004 to 2007.  Prado echoed Shatara's assessment that English-as-a-second -
language exam candidates are often in need of training in how to use a Scantron, especially those 
with limited education. To counter this unfamiliarity with the Scantron form, Prado said he takes 
time prior to the exam to instruct the candidates in how to use a Scantron form (using a white 
board and visual aids in the process) and during the exam circulates throughout the exam room 
and re-instructs students if he sees them making obvious mistakes, like filling out more than one 
answer per question or making check marks and Xs instead of coloring in the circle for the 
selected answer. Prado told the Investigator that these practices result in the vast majority of his 
candidates making effective and accurate use of Scantron answer forms. Prado said he has never 
found it necessary to fill out answers on a Scantron form for an exam candidate, even one having 
difficulty with the form. 

 3. Conclusion  
Based on the foregoing, the Investigator concludes that Quevedo's use of the oral exam 

format and his practice of allowing candidates to indicate answers in the exam booklet served 
one main purpose: To allow Quevedo to provide answers on the Scantron answers sheets that he 
believed had a greater chance of being correct than those provided by his exam candidates – in 
short, to cheat on the exams on behalf of his clients. Supporting this conclusion is Quevedo's 
practice of informing candidates who took these two kinds of irregular exams that they had 
passed the exam. As stated above, Quevedo would have no way of knowing if a candidate had 
passed. The national testing companies possess the answer keys and score the exams. Quevedo's 
confidence in informing candidates of this normally unknowable fact indicated to the 
Investigator that Quevedo planned on ensuring the stated outcome by providing -- as he indeed 
did provide -- some if not all the answers when he filled out the actual Scantron answer sheet for 
his private business clients. His admission to doing so – despite his partial retraction – only 
serves to further support this conclusion. 

The Investigator also found it noteworthy that Quevedo knowingly failed to seek 
permission from ServSafe to engage in the aforementioned irregular exam administration 
practices. The Investigator viewed Quevedo's comprehensive failure to seek permission and 
follow ServSafe policy regarding exam accommodation as a form of conscious concealment 
further supporting the conclusion that the irregular exam practices were a avenue for exam 
cheating, and that Quevedo knew they amounted to wrongdoing at the time he engaged in them. 

Accordingly, it appears that in a minimum of 14 instances Quevedo engaged in exam 
cheating by taking some or all of the FSM exam on behalf of his private business clients in 
exchange for a fee of between $150 and $200. In doing so, Quevedo undermined the very law 
that he is duty bound as a DPH employee to enforce – the Retail Food Code provisions 
pertaining to FSMs –and placed the public health at risk.  

B. Administration of Food Safety Manager Certificate (FSM) Exams to Food  
  Service Establishments in Assigned Inspection District 
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The Investigator conducted research on the DPH Environmental Health Section's 
inspection database, reviewed DPH Food Inspection Reports, and reviewed ServSafe and 
NRFSP records pertaining to the following 30 food service facilities: 

• Taqueria San Jose (2830 Mission St.) 
• La Loma Produce #8  (2840 Mission St.) 
• La Loma Produce #14 (3052 16th St.) 
• The City Store (2922 Mission St.) 
• La Santaneca De La Mission (2815 Mission St.) 
• Papalote Mexican Grill  (3409 24th St.) 
• La Tortilla (495 B Castro St.) 
• El Majahaul (1142 Valencia St.) 
• Rincon Peruano (3364 26th St.) 
• Panchitas (3091 16th St.) 
• Puerta Allegre (546 Valencia St.) 
• Centro Latino De San Francisco (1656 15th St.) 
• Taqueria Beun Sabor (699 Valencia St.) 
• La Pinata – Torta Y Jugos (2471 Mission St.) 
• Mi Hacienda Taqueria (2471 Mission St.) 
• El Maya Yucatan (2022 Mission St.) 
• Cable Car Pizza (535 Valencia St.) 
• Taqueria La Cumbre (515 Valencia St.) 
• All Star Candy (3350 18th St.) 
• El Tin Tan (3065 16th St.) 
• Burger King (2978 16th St.) 
• Church St. Grocery (300 Church St.) 
• Young's BBQ (3412 17th St.) 
• Mi Tierra (324 South Van Ness) 
• House of Chen (335 Noe St.) 
• El Mediano Produce (2097 Mission St.) 
• Popeye's Chicken and Biscuits (2598 Mission St.) 
• The Sandwich Place (2029 Mission St.) 
• Dona Mago/La Familia Lopez (2915 16th St.) 
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• El Toro Taqueria (598 Valencia St.) 
The Investigator supplemented his review of DPH and exam company records by 

interviewing owners and employees of Centro Latino De San Francisco, El Tin Tan, Burger 
King, Young's BBQ, Mi Tierra, House of Chen, El Mediano Produce, Popeyes Chicken and 
Biscuits, The Sandwich Place, Dona Mago Café, and El Toro Taqueria. 

 1. Conflict of Interest 
The records and interviews show that between March 2005 and January 2009, Quevedo 

charged between $150 and $200  to administer food safety certification exams and counterfeits 
of exams (as discussed in Section A) to 67 owners and employees of the 30 food service 
facilities listed above while simultaneously acting as the DPH Food Safety Program Inspector for 
those facilities. All 67 exams resulted in passing scores and issuance of a corresponding FSM. 

In addition, the investigation shows that prior to offering and providing his private 
business services as a FSM exam administrator to owners and employees of 19 of the 30 
facilities, Quevedo issued directives, reminders, and warnings to and recorded notices of 
violation against these establishments for lacking a FSM.  

The 19 establishments toward which Quevedo exercised this governmental authority at 
the same time he provided them with his private business services are: 

• Young's BBQ 
• House of Chen 
• El Mediano Produce 
• Church Street Grocery 
• The Sandwich Place 
• La Loma Produce #8 
• The City Store 
• Santaneca De La Mission 
• El Maya Yucatan 
• El Toro Taqueria 
• Dona Mago Café 
• Paplote Mexican Grill 
• La Tortilla 
• Puerta Allegre 
• Centro Latino De San Francisco 
• Taqueria Buen Sabor 
• Cable Car Pizza 
• Taqueria La Cumbre 
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• Mi Tierra Restaurant 
In the case of the Sandwich Place, Quevedo issued numerous notices of violation and 

eventually threatened to refer the matter to a hearing, a critical step that could have led to the 
closure of the business. "Unless you obtain a certified food handler's certificate within 60 days a 
notice to appear will be issued for permit suspension or revocation," Quevedo noted on a 
September 12, 2008 inspection report, two months prior to administering an exam and providing 
the owner with a FSM. Each notice of violation referenced here lowered the food service 
facilities' overall DPH score by two points. (DPH mandates food service facilities publicly post 
their scores.)  

In the case of two separate restaurants at 2022 Mission St. (Taqueria Tarimoro and El 
Maya Yucatan) owned at different times by three different owners, Quevedo issued a total of 
eight written notices to the three owners between June 2006 and October 2007 directing them to 
obtain a FSM during which time he charged two of the owners a fee to administer FSM exams so 
they could comply with his regulatory directives.  

The Investigator finds that in the 19 instances herein discussed where Quevedo 
administered FSM exams and provided FSMs for a fee after issuing a directive, reminder, 
warning, or notice of violation while acting in the course and scope of his duties as a DPH Food 
Safety Program Inspector he made governmental decisions in which he had a financial interest. 

DPH records pertaining to the remaining 11 food service facilities where Quevedo 
administered FSM exams for a fee to businesses he regulated do not reveal Quevedo issuing a 
notice of violation or otherwise making a governmental decision affecting his financial interests. 
Additionally, DPH records are unclear as to the food safety certification status of these 11 
facilities prior to Quevedo administering an exam and issuing a new FSM. However, it can be 
reliably asserted that in these 11 instances Quevedo encountered one of three scenarios: a 
business with no FSM, a business with an expired FSM or a business with a soon to expire FSM. 
The Investigator considered the documented fact that Quevedo administered an exam (or 
counterfeit thereof) and issued a new FSM to be reliable evidence that these 11 facilities were in 
imminent need of a new FSM for one of the above three reasons. 

If in any of these 11 instances the facility did not possess a FSM or possessed an expired 
or otherwise invalid FSM, Quevedo would have exercised regulatory discretion by not issuing a 
notice of violation where one was required. In doing so, he would have made a governmental 
decision (to not exercise his enforcement duties) in which he had a financial interest. In those 
instances where Quevedo might have encountered a soon to expire FSM he more than likely 
would have noted the impending expiration during an inspection, and subsequently made the 
offer of his private FSM exam services. By doing so, he again would have made a governmental 
decision (the noting of the impending expiration) in which he had a direct financial interest.  

Consequently, the Investigator concludes that regardless of what circumstance Quevedo 
encountered (absence of FSM, expired FSM, or soon to expire FSM) in any of these remaining 
11 instances, he more than likely made a governmental decision in which he had a direct 
financial interest. 

Accordingly, the Investigator concludes that in all 67 instances between 2005 and 2009 
where Quevedo administered a FSM exam (of counterfeit thereof) for a fee to a food service 
facility he regulated  he was confronted with and did not resolve a conflict of interest. 
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 2. Premature Recording of FSM Violation Abatement 
During his July 24 interview Quevedo admitted that he recorded FSM violations as 

abated in the DPH EHS database and on his inspection reports before they had in fact been 
abated by the owner. Quevedo said he did so because he felt he was under pressure by his 
supervisors to increase abatements. In those cases where Quevedo prematurely recorded a FSM 
violation as abated on an establishment where he had charged a fee to administer a FSM exam, 
or counterfeit thereof, as a private business matter, the Investigator concluded that he engaged in 
governmental decisions in which he had a financial interest. 

 3. Failure To Cease FSM Exam Administration Activity After Being  
   Directed To By Supervisor 

On November 19, 2008 Richard J. Lee, Director of DPH Environmental Health 
Regulatory Programs, issued an e-mail to Food and Consumer Safety Inspectors in the 
department reminding them of their ethical obligations on a variety of issues including engaging 
in conflicts of interests. He wrote in part, "Do not make any recommendations for businesses 
which you are associated with. For instance, you should not be recommending that operators take 
food safety classes from a private organization that you have an association with." 

The Investigator finds that this was ample notification that the specific conduct Quevedo 
was engaged in pursuant to his FSM exam activities was expressly prohibited.  

Regardless, FSM exam records from NRFSP show that Quevedo administered three 
exams on January 5, 2009, nearly three months after Lee's directive, which Quevedo 
acknowledged receiving. 

 4. Quevedo's Statement 
Quevedo admitted to giving exams and issuing FSMs to owners and employees of 

restaurants in his inspection district. He further admitted to offering his private exam services 
while he conducted DPH inspections including ones where he issued a notice of violation to the 
business for lacking a valid FSM. (Quevedo said he issued a notice of violation in all instances 
where he discovered a food service facility operating without a valid FSM.) 

He said he administered FSM exams primarily to the Latino community because Spanish 
speaking restaurant owners and employees were ill-served by the DPH FSM exam program. 

Quevedo described himself as a reluctant exam administrator who gave two-thirds of his 
exams to individuals referred to him by people for whom he had administered exams in the past. 
The remaining one third of his exam administration business, he said, resulted from him offering 
his services to business owners or representatives during the course of a DPH inspection. He 
qualified this statement by saying he offered his services only in those cases where the business 
owner or representative inquired about whether he could give the exam. He added that the 
majority of business owners or representatives with whom he interacted as a DPH inspector 
asked him if he could administer the exam when the issue of obtaining food safety certification 
came up during an inspection. In these cases, he said, he informed the business owner or 
representative that they had the option of taking the exam with DPH, with the Golden Gate 
Restaurant Association, or with other private exam administrators before offering his own 
services. 
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Witness statements did not verify the uniform practice Quevedo described of only 
offering services in response to inquiries and always offering other exam services before offering 
his own. However, the Investigator concluded that even if Quevedo's statement on this issue 
were accepted as entirely accurate and truthful it would not alleviate the conflicts of interest  
created by the manner in which he mixed his public duties with his private business.  

It would not alleviate the conflict if Quevedo only offered his services in response to 
inquiries from business owners and representatives or as a result of third party referrals. The fact 
that he made the offer after making a governmental decision affecting his financial interest is the 
threshold factor in determining if a conflict existed. Quevedo did not dispute that he offered 
compensated services to businesses upon which took regulatory action related to the services he 
offered. 

It would not matter if Quevedo always offered other exam services and options to 
potential clients before offering his own. The fact that he struck agreements with business 
owners to provide a service for a fee (and indeed did so) after making governmental decisions 
affecting his financial interest is the threshold factor in determining if a conflict existed. 
Quevedo did not dispute that he provided compensated services to businesses upon which he 
took regulatory action related to the services he provided. 

C. Failure to Report Private Business Activity on Form 700 (Statement of  
  Economic Interest) 

DPH Environmental Health Inspectors such as Quevedo are designated Form 700 
Statement of Economic Interest (SEI) filers. As a Category 3 filer, Quevedo is required to 
disclose outside business interests and income earned from outside business activities under 
certain circumstances. DPH records show Quevedo has been filing Form 700s (or their 
predecessor, the Form 730) since 1996.  

As a Category 3 filer, Quevedo is required to report business interests that operate in San 
Francisco (the jurisdiction of his public employer) in which he has a ten percent or greater 
ownership share and in which he holds a financial interest of $2,000 or more during an annual 
reporting period. He is also required to report sources of gross annual income of $500 or more if 
the source of income does business within DPH's regulatory jurisdiction: San Francisco.  

For the purposes of this analysis, the Investigator concluded that Quevedo's FSM exam 
administration business was a source of income. 

Quevedo acknowledged he is the sole proprietor of his FSM exam business showing he 
meets the ten percent of greater ownership reporting criteria. An analysis of the yearly income 
from his exam administration activities shows he more than exceeded the annual $2,000 financial 
interest threshold requiring him to disclose his business. Finally, he made more than $500 in 
income from the business each year while it operated in San Francisco, DPH's regulatory 
jurisdiction, so Quevedo met that reporting threshold as well. 

Accordingly, Quevedo was obligated to report his FSM exam administration activities on 
his Form 700s in the years 2006 (for interest held in 2005), 2007 (for interests held in 2006), 
2008 (for interests held in 2007), and 2009 (for interest held in 2008).  
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 On Quevedo's SEIs for years 20073 and 2008 (two SEIs) he reported that he held no 
reportable interests. (The forms require disclosure of a business entity on Schedule C even if the 
entity does not make any money during the reporting period.) Quevedo signed the 2007 and 2008 
SEIs under penalty of perjury. Only in 2009 when reporting interests held in 2008 did Quevedo 
report the existence of his exam administration business, and he did so, the Investigator 
concludes, because he had become aware the San Francisco City Attorney's Office was 
investigating the FSM exam administration activities of two other DPH employees with whom 
Quevedo conducted FSM exam administration activities and who more likely than not informed 
Quevedo they were under investigation. The first of the two employees to face scrutiny 
participated in an interview in January 2009 where he became aware of the issues under 
investigation, several months before the Form 700 reporting deadline. Quevedo acknowledged 
learning of the investigation into FSM exam administration activities around this same time. The 
two employees who were under investigation in early to mid 2009 and Quevedo all reported their 
FSM exam administration activities on their Form 700s for the first time in March 2009. The 
Investigator concluded this was a coordinated attempt to mitigate potential discipline and not the 
product of a new understanding of their reporting obligations.  

 1. Quevedo's Statement 
Quevedo admitted during his July 24 interview that he was "negligent" in not sufficiently 

informing himself of his Form 700 reporting obligations. Quevedo said he did not fully 
understand his Form 700 reporting obligations until he took time to read the Form 700 more 
carefully in the wake of receiving the November 19, 2008 e-mail to staff from  Richard J. Lee, 
Director of DPH Environmental Health Regulatory Programs. Quevedo said learning of the 
investigation by the San Francisco City Attorney's Office formed another reason why he took 
time to more fully acquaint himself with his Form 700 responsibilities. Based on this review, he 
said, he determined he needed to disclose his interest in his FSM exam administration business. 

Regarding his previous failure to report his interests in the exam administration business, 
he said he failed to do so because he was following the common practice of other employees 
who reported on their Form 700 that they held no reportable interests. He said he discussed how 
to handle the issue of disclosure with other employees and followed, as they did, the practice of 
reporting no reportable interests when he in fact had outside income and an outside business 
interest. He said he could not identify these employees with whom he discussed the issue but the 
Investigator concluded that the other individuals with whom Quevedo consulted were the other 
DPH employees who have been or are currently under investigation for incompatible outside 
business activity pertaining to their administration of FSM exams.  

The Investigator did not find Quevedo credible on the issue of why he did not disclose his 
FSM exam administration activity until 2009. The Investigator concluded that his statement on 
why he did not disclose his FSM exam administration activities in 2006, 2007 and 2008 was 
another attempt to mitigate potential discipline by pleading negligence rather than conscious 
concealment. Quevedo filed Statements of Economic Interest since 1996. The Investigator does 
not find it credible that he could file a critical employment and governmental ethics related 
report for more than a decade without sufficiently familiarizing himself with its purpose and 

                                                 
3 DPH could not locate Quevedo's Form 700 for the year 2006 reporting interests held in 2005, the first year of his 
exam administration activities. 
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specific requirements. Accordingly, the Investigator concluded Quevedo's reporting failure was 
an act of purposeful concealment meant to prevent his employer from discovering his 
wrongdoing. 

D. Failure to Seek Permission Under the DPH Statement of Incompatible  
  Activities 

ServSafe and NRFSP records show Quevedo issued 13 FSMs to San Francisco restaurant 
employees or owners after the October 1, 2008 effective date of the SIA. Each one of these 
FSMs, regardless of the manner in which they were provided, constitutes a separate violation of 
the SIA. Quevedo was amply informed of the existence of the SIA through an insert in his 
paycheck in September 2008. Yet Quevedo did not seek nor receive permission to engage in 
outside activity.  

 1. Quevedo's Statement 
In his July 24 interview, Quevedo acknowledged not seeking permission or otherwise 

informing his employer that he was engaged in the outside business activity of administering 
FSM exams. He said he did not know what a SIA was, nor did he ever review the DPH SIA. "I 
have never heard of it or seen it," he said. Later he acknowledged receiving the informational 
insert regarding the SIA in his paycheck in September 2008. He complained that no one offered 
him any training on the issue. He further complained that he had no time available in September 
2008 to review the SIA because he was under so much pressure to increase the number and 
frequency of his restaurant inspections. He stated that the paycheck insert had no information 
about how to access a copy of the DPH SIA. During his interview, the Investigator informed 
Quevedo that his defense was contradicted by the evidence: The paycheck insert not only pointed 
him to where he could obtain a copy of the SIA online it also alerted him to Ethics Commission 
training on the SIA. Moreover, the Investigator pointed out, the SIA is a spare 8 pages in length 
so his lack of time for review argument was not credible.  

Quevedo stated he had never heard of the SIA and then acknowledged contemporaneous 
knowledge of it by complaining that he was provided with no directions as to where to find the 
SIA, offered no training on the SIA, and given no time to read it. The Investigator concluded this 
was another instance where Quevedo was untruthful during an interview where he had been 
admonished and had promised to tell the truth. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
By engaging in the foregoing conduct, Quevedo violated: 

• DPH Code of Conduct and the CCSF Employee Handbook conflict of interest rules; 
• CCSF Employee Handbook provisions prohibiting accepting compensation for "any 

service related to the City's governmental processes"; 
• DPH Code of Conduct and CCSF Employee Handbooks provisions governing ethical 

conduct of employees;  
• Form 700 reporting obligations for 2006-2008. 
• DPH Statement of Incompatible Activities for those instances where he administered 

FSM tests subsequent to the SIA effective date of October 8, 2008.  
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• In addition, the Investigator found that Quevedo was untruthful on a variety of issues 
during his investigative interviews. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


